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SUMMARY:
The paper present the perspectives and the possible
benefits of the POCT tests, conducted outside of the clinical
laboratories. Laboratory tests are objective in their character, which is one of the main reasons for the constant increase
in the number of laboratory tests.
The fast development of the technology in clinical
laboratories, leads to the constant introduction of new markers, as well as the methods and equipment for the establishment of their values. Moving the laboratory diagnostics closer
to the patient’s location (point of care testing) is a new tendency in the policy of health care. The tendency may be applied and is expanding, because of the fast development of
biotechnologies. In a worldwide scale, POCT is essential for
the public health care.
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INTRODUCTION
Clinical laboratory results are an integral part of the
diagnostic process and the diagnosis and treatment control,
depend on them. One of the main problems for the clinical
laboratory is the constant increase of the conducted tests. According to WHO data, it has doubled in the last five years.
To solve these problems, essential changes are occurring in
the organization and activity of the clinical laboratories, by
strengthening the centralization of the tests, the productivity
and the accuracy of the results, increased. The development
of laboratory technology, informatics and computers, gave the
opportunity for automation of the pre-analytical and analytical processes.
The implementation of innovative technologies in
laboratory medicine significantly increased the diagnostic
potential. The placement of an accurate diagnosis and monitoring of the illnesses requires a correct interpretation of clinical laboratory markers during the laboratory diagnostics. In
parallel with the process of centralization of the laboratory
tests, a dynamic in the laboratory tests near the patient’s bed
(POCT), is also observed. The development of the POCT
technology and moving the laboratory tests closer to the patient is a significant accomplishment for modern technologies in medicine [1, 2].
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MATERIAL AND METHODS:
Retrospective analysis, covering 20 publications in the
2001-2011 periods, regarding the benefits from the application of the POCT tests in laboratory practice.
DISCUSSION:
In the recent years, the technologies are increasing the
possibility to conduct laboratory tests close to the patient’s
location – point of care testing (POCT) [3, 4, 5]. The essential accomplishment is the change in location for the laboratory tests, which are conducted outside of a specialized medical laboratory. The term for that kind of analysis is “near patient testing” - tests, next to the patient’s bed [6]. POCT is
defined as a laboratory test, conducted in the general practitioner’s office, the patient’s home or in any place, that is outside of the specialized laboratory. The POCT analysis, gives
an opportunity for: quick diagnostics, especially in the
pediatric pathology and with elderly people; large economic
effect from the timely service and treatment of the patient,
without having to hospitalize him (complications are
avoided); reduction in the antibiotic therapy, that is expensive for the health insurance; shortening TAT (therapeutic
turn-around time) – the time to start the treatment; reduction
in the patient’s visitations from physicians [7].
Presently, laboratory data impacts more than 70% of
medical decisions,1 and with an annual growth in volume of
more than 10%, POCT is one of the fastest-growing areas of
clinical lab testing. The expansion of evidence-based medicine in pre-hospital care, community para-medicine and critical care transport, the proper use of well-defined pre-hospital POCT has the potential to improve patient care and reduce overall healthcare costs.
The POCT tests may be grouped by important specifics: related to emergency medical indications for sending the
patient to a hospital – troponin T, troponin I, BNP, glucose,
myoglobin, D-dimer; related to specific, periodically tested
laboratory parameters in chronic and prolonged illnesses, for
therapy control – glucose, urea, creatinine, prothrombin time
(PT / INR, Alere, Microvisk Ltd), hemoglobin; related to the
patient’s comfort during screening and diagnostic tests – urine
analysis, cholesterol, glucose, triglycerides, HDL cholesterol,
PSA, CRP, Streptococcus A, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, AIDS
and other; in the hospital units and sectors, outside of the
laboratory – ROTEG, acid-alkaline profile, glucose; POCT
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systems, grouped on the basis of different chemical principles: spectrophotometry, immune chromatography,
biosensors. They are also grouped, based on their analytical
reliability: range of detectability, accuracy, range of measurement of the method, cut off values [8, 9, 10]. The tests of
that kind, allow to be conducted outside of the specialized
medical laboratory.
The main aim of the POCT test is an improvement of
patient care, by the fast provision of reliable laboratory re-

sults. The POCT analyzers are intended for decentralized testing and offer comfort for the patient and a more timely information for the physician, for making the clinical decisions
on location [11, 12, 13].
They offer fast and safe service and more effective
monitoring of healing of patient and also guarantee safety of
the personnel of staff in making the tests [14, 15]. The portfolio of POCT increasing continuously and up to date over
110 tests shown on Fig. 1. [16] are available.

Fig. 1. POCT test menu 2013. [16]

In the USA POCT analysts acute care hospitals. last
5 years POCT test grew in England. With entering of these
technologies in England the stress of GPs was reduced. In
Germany using of this type tests is 54 % of european market of POCT [10].
In many countries where electronic health insurance
is functional main benefits from POCT are relating with getting of promptly results. Thereby they can be shared immediately with all members of multidisciplinary team by
special software, which couse improving of communication
and coordination through reducing of turn arount time
(TAT). Fast and objective monitoring of condition of the
patient and appoint of therapy are performed. Putting into
practice of POCT and electronic medical record lead to reducing the morbidity and the mortality through well direct
therapy [2, 12 ]. Through using of POCT healthy beneficially and economic positive results are note [4]. Researchs
from clinic-laboratory analysis can be used as resultant criterion for quality of medical care. The key benefits of pointof-care testing include:
· Positive patient identification;
· Immediate diagnostic test results (reduced test and
therapeutic turnaround time);
· Reduction and/or elimination of specimen/sample
transport;
· Elimination of blood collection tubes and centrifugation with fresh whole blood specimen;
· Reduced blood specimen volume;
· Room temperature storage of test devices (few require refrigeration);
· Data management and connectivity. Connected
POCT system benefits include:
- Reduction in transcription errors;
- Immediate data analysis-utilization, QC,
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compliance, data mining;
- Development of disease specific algorithmsfor example, tight glycemic control.
· New and novel approaches to patient care-for example, patient-centric care.
Bring in use new laboratory technologies, gives an
opportunity the tests to be performed at home of patients
and they to be part of treatment process. Putting into practice of POCT tests is main factor for developing and
achieves control of chronic diseases [13]. Thereby good
self-control of disease is achieved, patient complacency and
quality of life are improving [7, 11].
Up to date in Bulgaria POCT tests, which are with
wide use in hospital and outpatient care are express methods in urinalysis, glucometer and special markers for myocardial injury. POCT analyzers for urine are compact and
automatically reading eliminating a number of subjective
and objective factors for visual reporting errors, varying
degrees of illumination it the room, individual skills of laboratory assistant, incorrect time detection, mistakes in printing of the result. They are proven screening samples, which
are invaded in routine urinalysis in the specialized laboratories. Express band test are in use also in multipurpose
laboratories, next to the bed of the patient and at homeliness as a means for self-control of the patient [4].
Other group of POCT test used in medical cardiology center, angiography divisions and medical diagnostic
laboratories are specific markers for myocardial injury.
Clinical laboratory kit with high diagnostic sensitivity as
tropine T, tropine I, SK-MB, myoglobin, NT rpo, BNP were
approved [6].
Today POCT analyzers for taking measurement of
cardiac markers- SK-MB, cTnT, Ntpro, BNP, myoglobin
offers to physicians the opportunity to perform complex
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quantitative and qualitative analysis to the patient’s bedside
[4]. One of the first and still most popular analyzer in the
country is glucometer. It is used widely for the management
of therapy in diabetic patients and strict glycemic control
[6].
Although benefits the seriousness of prehospital
POCT cannot be overstated, as use of laboratory results requires not only the actual result but proper training to understand it is significance in the context of the patient’s condition. Prehospital systems considering adding point-of-care
technology need to consider how the results can impact their
patient care.
CONCLUSION:
The main directions in research in the clinical labo-
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